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Introduction
Phase is the fundamental information obtained by high resolution transmission electron interferometerexperiment [1] .Phase shift encodes information on the potential of atomic ensembles and detailed knowledge of charge distribution which may be used to deducethe atomic arrangement and properties ofmaterials [2] [3] [4] .Two established approaches,i.e., off-axis and in-line electron holography can be usedto retrieve phase information experimentally at atomic and sub-atomic length scale. In-line holography is popularly known as HRTEM (high resolution transmission electron microscopy). The first approach,which has the origin in Gabor's proposal of holographyand subsequent development of off-axis geometry by Leith and Upatnieks [5, 6] . Off-axis geometry eliminates the twin image problem associated with the Gabor's original idea of in-line holography [6] . Gabor's proposalwas based on using a reference optical wavefront to interfere with the object wave,e.g., an electron micrographto overcome the resolution limit imposed by the geometrical aberrations of the electron lens. Such a hologram contains all the information about the object and the imaging system. Practical off-axis electron holography technique makes use of an electrostatic bi-prism for the electron interference developed by Möllensted and Düeker [7] . The two side bands (SBs) of the off-axis hologram containpure phase information. The central band (CB) is equivalent to inline holography with mixed amplitude and phase signals. Off-axis holography is a routine techniquefor medium resolution imaging of electric and magnetic fields [8] [9] [10] . Only recently, atomic resolution offaxis holography has been possible with the development of a special holography microscopeequipped withdouble bi-prism set up [11] [12] [13] [14] . Double bi-prism set up eliminates Fresnel fringes and Vignetting effect essential for good quality atomic resolution off-axis 3 hologram which usually has a small field of view [15, 16] . Atomic resolution off-axis electron holography is a recent development where sub-atomic electron interference fringes encode phase information at that length scale.
On the other hand,reconstruction of phase from in-line holography requires series of imagesto be recorded at different focus values. Various reconstruction schemes for object exit wave(OEW) function have been developed from the experimental image series [1, [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Development of both the experimental approaches to obtain phase information dates back to the BRITE EURAM program [21] . Comparisons of phase information by two different approaches have been performed by few groups both at medium and atomic scale resolutions.However, quantitative phase information obtained so far through off-axis and inline holography do not correspond to each other for the same sample area and depends on frequency range considered for the analysis[14, [22] [23] [24] . Quantitative imaging is a recent area of active research inatomic resolution microscopy community [12, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and understanding the accuracy on the experimental phase determination and its correlation with the property of materials is crucial for its success and contribution to material and microscopyscience as a whole. Both aberration corrected HRTEM and atomic resolution off-axis holography provide a unique opportunity to record phase information at the atomic and sub-atomic length scale.
In the present report, we compare the atomic scale phase information quantitatively by three different methods; off-axis electron holography using both SB and CB and in line holography. It is found that the peak phase values and corresponding atom numbers for both heavy Zn (Z =30) 4 and light O (Z = 8) atoms are in close agreement between the SB and CB of off-axiselectron holography for thinner specimenarea with a systematic change in sample thickness. However, for thicker sample the agreement no longer holds. On the other hand, the phase information obtained via HRTEM method show a much lesser number of atoms than expected and does not change systematically with sample thickness.Phase detection limit in both the methods and atomic model used to count the atoms is discussed.
II.
Experimental details and data analysis
A. Crystal growth
The ZnO epitaxial thin films were grown on 'c' plane ZnO substrate under two different oxygen partial pressure ( 2 ) conditions using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique as described earlier [33, 34] 
B. Off-axis electron holography method, instrumentation and data analysis
The principle behind HRTEM and holography image acquisitionfor phase retrieval is shown schematically in Fig. 1 & 2 .Atomic resolution off-axis electron holography is a recent development where electron interference fringesencode phase information at the sub-Å length 5 scale where object wave is an atomic resolution electron micrograph. Double bi-prism set up atthe special location in the microscope column is important to avoid Fresnel artifact and
Vignetting effect particularly at the atomic resolution where the field of view is severely restricted [ Fig. 1 (c) ] [35] . The present data were acquired using aberration-corrected FEI TITAN 80-300 Berlin holography special TEM operated at 300kV in adouble bi-prism setup.Through focalimage series was acquired at a focus range of -10 to +10 nm with ∆ 1 nm. Third order spherical aberration coefficient ( )was set close to zero. It was already mentioned before that the aberration correction improved the phase detection limit by a factor of 4, i.e., 2π/20 to 2π/80 [11] . Through focal holography method provides extraction of phase through CB using standard algorithm used for HRTEM, in the present case combination ofPAM (Paraboloid method) and MAL(Maximum-likelihood). MAL corrects exit wave function iteratively,based on a least square formalism. Series of images improves the signal to noise ratio significantly in the phase detection from the SB reconstruction using the Berlin code [14] .Earlier comparison of phase values based onthe medium resolution reported poor signal to noise ratio for a single image SB reconstruction [24] . The details of the principle behind the method can be found inref.
[14]and is shown schematically in Fig. 2 (a) . Example FFT of the atomic resolution hologram from ZnO is shown in Fig. 2 
III.
Results and discussion
A. Phase detection limit
Resolution is the most important parameter in high resolution transmission electron microscopy. In the presence of aberration, the point resolution is defined by the first zero crossing of the phase contrast transfer function (PCTF) on the frequency axis under optimum C s and defocus∆ [ Fig. S2 ].The information limit of a microscope is the maximum information which can be transferred and isdefinedby the last point of the PCTF functionjust above the noise level and usually damped by various incoherent aberrations. The information encoded between the point resolution and information limit is not directly interpretable. For example, in an 7 aberration corrected microscope one can obtain resolution better than 0.8Å, which is sufficient to resolve any chemical bonds in the crystalline material along high symmetry orientation. This reveals the structure of the material in terms of periodic arrangement of atoms.
Similar to resolution, minimum detectable amplitude and the phase signal of an electron waveafter interacting with the specimenpotential is equally important to evaluatethe smallest gradient of electric and magnetic fields, distinguishing atoms between the columns and counting atoms along the columns. Below is the brief discussion on phase detection limit in both off-axis and in-line holography in the context of present data.
In electron holography, following the procedure described by Lichte [36] , the phase detection limit in a medium resolution hologram is given by 
Where,e is the charge of the electron, Vis the fringe visibility, ( ) is the signal transfer efficiency of the CCD camera and 0 is the current density during the exposure time over the area 2 .
Lichte has shown that the phase detection limit improves with increasing electron dose electron wave number k and e is the charge of the electron [11] .
In the present experimental hologram with fringe spacing (s) of 0.0469 nm, the phase detection limit is 0.00023rad for an area 2 ~ 100 nm 2 (512×512 pixels), V = 15%, and electron dose 16×10 6 nm -2 , which is the area of reconstruction in the present case.At the limit of resolution where the lateral resolution of wave should be selected as 4 times psf, i.e., for p =0.32 nm, phase detection limit is 0.007365 rad.With this phase detection limit counting of incremental and 2π/1000 (0.00628) by long exposure and multiplicity of holograms along with bi-prism and sample drift correction, respectively [37, 38] . However, none of the latter two cases above used 9 double bi-prism set up which eliminates Fresnel fringe and improves the phase detection limit significantly.
On the other hand, in the context of HRTEM, phase detection limit has not been discussed. Experimentally, distinguishing between B and N atoms has been reported with peak phase values as 0.022 and 0.026 rad, respectivelywith a difference of 0.004rad between the two atoms [39] [ Fig. S4 ]. It is the shape and contrasts both responsible for the detection of atoms. The peak phase value on the atom position depends on atomicscattering and structure factors, microscope transfer function, and resolution. This will be reflected in the recorded image intensity as well. The changes in peak values for both phase and intensity can be calculated theoretically [see section II.B.]. However, there is another factor, i.e., the standard deviation in the vacuum phase value from reconstruction methoddetermines the experimental phase detection limit. Experimentally, it is the standard deviation of intensity and reconstructed phase in the vacuum will limit the interpretable phase change, i.e., typically 0.023 rad from the present result.In case of in holography,the number is better, i.e., 0.00488 rad (see also section III).
B. Atomic potential model
It is necessary to compare the results with the theoretical reference values to quantify the atom numbers from the reconstructed phase shift. This method involves modeling the atomic potentialas imaging electron directly interacts with it giving rise to what is called object exit wave (OEW) function.Moreover, the lens phase contrast transfer function (PCTF) and aperturediameter (k in Å -1 ) modify the phase of the OEW further on the way to the recording device. The size of the nucleus (1.6 to 15 fm) is extremely tiny compared to the size of the atoms consisting of nucleus and surrounding electron clouds (0.1 to 0.5 nm). For a stationary atom, the Coulomb potential is∝ 1 , and there is a singularity at the center of the atom. The imaging electrons mostly see the nuclear potential, and the surrounding electrons shield the effect [40] .
Inelastic events are negligible compared to elastic events(imaging electrons) for thin sample.Various theoretical atomic potential models are available in the literature [40] [41] [42] . In the present investigation, Hartree-Fock atomic model projected along the z-direction is considered which is given by , = , , peak phase values match well for fewer atoms in a column but deviates from linearity due to dynamical scattering for a higher number of atoms. The mean phase is found to be smaller (~ factor of 0.5) compared to the peak phase value, and this has implications on the atom number assignment by two different reference parameters and is discussed next.
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C. Atomic resolution off-axis electron holography
In this section the experimental phase information retrieved from both SB and CB off-axis Counting of atoms depends on the theoretical reference phase values, i.e., mean or peak values of phase. We obtain ~ 3 times higher atom numbersfor Zn and O using reference mean phase value compared to peak phase value. The experimentally observed higher mean phase values compared to theory could be because of incoherent aberrations or vibrations present in the recorded image.
IV. Conclusions
In conclusion, atomic resolution reconstructed phase of Zn and O atoms in ZnO epitaxial thin film is compared between off-axis and in-line holography techniques. While holography method has an excellent match in atom numbers for both Zn and O atoms extracted from SB and CB for thin sample area,however, for thicker sample the atom numbers do not match. In case of in-line holographic reconstruction of HRTEM data, the atom number do not change systematically with increasing sample thickness, and a constant atom number of one is obtained throughout the reconstructed area. 
Supplementary material
Supplementary material contains information on example HRTEM images with and without digital aberration-correction, PCTF, phase detection limit in off-axis holography, atomic potential model and corresponding images and exit wave function. 
S 3. On the phase detection limit
In off-axis holography, the phase detection limit has been discussed by Lichte, [Ref. 36] and is given by 
The above equation can be written as Where, 0 is the Bohr radius, , , , are the parameterized coefficients.
Then the mean phase shift in the absence of dynamical scattering is calculated by the equation,
Where = is the interaction parameter with wavelength λ and accelerating voltage E [44] .
The projected atomic potential integrated along z-direction can be calculated from the equation above and is given in the main text equation (3) .
The atomic potential is asymptotic and has a singularity at the center of the atom. Various resolution limiting factors such as diffraction limit, thermal vibration, aberration of the microscope result in measurable peak phase value in the phase image of the atom. The phase image of the atom can be approximated to a Gaussian function. Gaussian function is parameterized by the peak height and the full width half maxima (FWHM). Therefore, the reference phase shift can be considered either based on the peak value of the phase or the mean value of the phase. The mean value will depend on both the peak value and FWHM of the phase distribution function. The mean value of the phase can be calculated by integrating threedimensional atomic potential between the two limits and dividing with the volume. Figure S5 . Projected potential of Zn and O atoms calculated using equation (3) Table S1
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